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Titan. Sixth moon of Saturn. A gleaming jewel of natural resources, ripe for harvesting by the first

private space company to stake a claim.Diamond Aerospace launches a ship with an experimental

engine that will get a crew to Titan in five months. Their mission is to lay the groundwork for a

permanent orbital research station, one that will be the future base of operations for activity on that

distant moon.Shortly after launch, a devastating malfunction forces the crew to make a choice:

continue to Titan, or go back home. As the truth about their mission unravels, one thing is clear:

someone on Earth knew about the system flaw and covered it up.Between the critical situation in

space and the corporate politics on Earth, Humanity's first voyage beyond Mars quickly turns into a

relentless struggle for survival.Yet surviving the journey isn't the crew's only concern. Even if they

make it to Titan, they will face another problem:Something is already there.
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I really enjoyed this book. It was technologically sound. There was much interaction between the



characters. At the same time everyone is in danger. The mission control people are being

threatened by a trusted colleague. The astronauts on the ship are in constant danger on the long

voyage to Titain with a malevolent entities waiting for them on arrival.

A "near future" story based on a character much like Elon Musk is really a cautionary tale of science

tempting the unknown physics of the Universe. Throw in some good old free market competition, a

little romance, and you have a formula for a good read. End of book begs for a sequel, so I hope the

writer continues on with the story line.

at first, i though that the action moved a bit slow. but when it caught my interest, I was hooked. I

really enjoyed the story overall. it posited some unique ideas about space travel.I do suggest that

you read it.ted

This was a blast reading.I never figured out the ending until I read the last page..Congratulations Mr.

BestI'm going to read more of your novels soon.

This is such an amazing novel! It was one of the few books that I couldn't stop reading. Great

characters, fast paced, amazing plot... You won't be disappointed!!

I thoroughly enjoyed Mission One liking or disliking the characters as they were developed. I was

not disappointed by the ending as it points to a good sequel. I suspended belief in some of the

science presented for the sake of artists creativity and it didn't affect my enjoyment of the story.

Overall a good read by an up and coming sci-if author.

I thoroughly enjoyed this novel. It was fast paced with great characters. Really looking forward to the

next one! Way to go!

Like I have read on here it started off slow but once it got going it was a hard to stop reading. Would

like to find out how Rick got back to earth and what they found out there!
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